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Abstract

Isp 

= engine system specific impulse

Extremely advanced space propulsion systems can be
based on use of inertial electrostatic fusion IEF power
sources of very light weight and large power density and
output, that use p11B or 3He3He fusion reactions for
radiationfree production of very energetic charged par
ticles. These can be used to heat propellant by mixing
with diluent, or by direct conversion to electrical power
at high voltage to drive relativistic ebeams reb for
heating. Such engine systems can be applied to the full
spectrum of space flight from earthtoorbit to cislunar
to nearinterstellar travel. Fast transits with high pay
loads in singlestage vehicles can be achieved to the in
ner planets IP with IEF engines using rebheated pro
pellant, while comparable performance to the outer
planets OP and quasiinterstellar QIS missions uses
magnetic confinement for direct heating of propellant
by mixing with IEF fusion products. The IEF engine
performance spectrum ranges from thrusttomass ratios
of F = 6 at Isp = 1500 sec to F = 0.005 at Isp = 1E6 sec.
Estimates of costs and time scale for their development
and for operating costs for SSTO, Earth/Mars and
Earth/Saturn orbital missions show 24 orders of magni
tude reduction from current solar system transport
costs, suggesting that practical space flight could be
flightproven by 2020.

Is

= net eective Isp

Isp

= normalized Isp = Isp/1000

Nomenclature
Arad

= waste heat radiator area

a0

= initial vehicle force acceleration

af

= final vehicle force acceleration

arad

= radiator mass coecient

F

= thrust

F

= engine system thrust/mass ratio

Ggross

= ratio gross electric to drive power

1

0, M0 = vehicle gross mass
, M = engine system mass
p

= propellant mass

L, ML= payload mass
Pf

= fusion power MWth

P, Pne = electric power MWe
P

= propulsive jet thrust power

b

= engine thrusting time

c

= vehicle coasting time



= vehicle speed

S

= incremental distance traversed

c

= “characteristic” velocity of flight

1. Introduction
The achievement of eective space flight requires pro
pulsion systems of large flightpathaveraged specific
impulse Isp and engine system thrusttomass ratio F/
 = F. If F is greater than the local gravitational
acceleration, then all flights will be “highthrust” in
character, and minimal transit times can be achieved for
any vehicle configuration and mass distribution. With
such engines, economicallyuseful payload fractions can
be carried over large velocity increments by singlestage
vehicles with practical structural factors. For short tran
sit times in most missions it is found that the limited
energy available from chemical combustion reactions
limits payload fractions to small values, even with
multiplestage vehicles, and singlestage vehicles are not
feasible for rapid e.g. less than one year interplanetary
flights. Greater payload fractions with short flight time
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can be achieved only with highIsp engines 1 that also have
“highthrust” capabilities.
But this requires both light weight and a suciently
energetic propulsion system to drive these vehicles.2 The
inherent highIsp advantages of most nuclear fission pro
pulsion concepts are compromised3 by hazardous radia
tion output requiring massive radiation shielding that
negates most of their performance improvements.4
However, nonradiative nuclear reactions exist that do
no require massive shielding, and that yield only ener
getic charged particles for direct thermal or electrical
power production.
These include fusion reactions between the fuels p 1H,
11B, and 3He. These can be “burned” in inertial
electrostaticfusion IEF devices5,6 that use new meth
ods for dynamic confinement of fusionreactive ions by
special magneticelectricpotential means 7 or by inertial
collisionalcompression ICC 8 of plasma fuel ions. Such
IEF power sources can provide quietelectricdischarge
QED directconverted electrical power9,10 at high volt
age MeV to heat and expand or to accelerate directly a
working fluid to provide rocket thrust at high specific
impulse Isp from 1500 to 70,000 sec. These QED en
gine systems are most useful for groundtoorbit SSTO
and solar system inner planet IP flights.
Alternatively, the charged ionic fusion products can be
trapped in a toroidal magnetic field configuration
around an IEF fusion source and used to heat directly a
propellant/diluent. Such a dilutedfusionproduct DFP
engine system avoids the diculties and thermal limita
tions of energy conversion equipment and allows at
tainment of extremely high Isp  up to that of the fusion
products alone Isp  1.4E6 sec as required for long
range outer planet OP and QIS missions.
Here, a summary is given of the features and perform
ance ranges of QED fusion directelectric engine sys
tems and of thermal DFP engine systems at higher Isp.
Using this information, several selected example
vehicles/spacecraft are defined and a simple analysis is
made of their application to three missions:
a SingleStageToOrbit SSTO flight from
ground to a low Earth orbit LEO at 300 nauti
cal miles;
b Fast transit between the orbits of Earth and
Mars, and;

2. QED Engine Systems
The simplest and most direct engine system is all
regenerativelycooled ARC and employs direct
electricdriven quasirelativistic ebeams reb for 100
ecient heating of air or rocket propellant to extreme
temperatures, with resulting high specific impulse ex
haust performance capabilities.11 This basic QED rocket
engine configuration is shown in schematic outline in
Figure 1. The upper limit performance of this ARC/
QED engine is set by the maximum limiting cooled
structure temperature.
Fusion Electric Source

E-Beam Generator

Rocket Thrust System

1 Meter

Figure 1 — Schematic outline of ARC/QED engine system

Higher Isp can be attained by use of controlled space
radiators CSR to handle waste heat loads. However,
the upper Isp limit of such thermal here called CSRA
systems is, once again, thermal; it is the limiting tem
perature that can be sustained by nozzle walls. This is
set by thermal radiatio from propellant gas to the
walls, which can no be inhibited by the convection
insulating nozzle wall B fields. Beyond this limit it is
necessary to use the IEFgenerated directelectric power
to drive still higher exhaust speeds in a nothermal
manner, by use of collective acceleration in electron
beam travelingwave fields. The performance of this
CSRB system is set by the absolute limit of unavoid
able waste heat cooling. This is about 1E4 of system
total power, due to gamma and Xray heating of cryo
genic structures required for the superconducting mag
nets.
These CSRA,B engine systems scale dierently than
ARC engines, following more complex scaling algo
rithms that reflect the variable mass of waste heat radia
tor required as the system Isp is increased above the ARC
limiting values. Figure 2 gives schematic outlines of each
of these QED engines, in sequence, showing the princi
pal subsystems of each complete QED engine system, as
described above.

c Fast transit from Earth’s orbit to the orbit of
Saturn.
The vehicle flight performance found for these three
missions is used to assess their costs of payload trans
port, based on various assumptions of the costs of sys
tem development, manufacture and use. The range of
specific impulse used for these missions varies from
about 2300 sec to 70,000 sec.
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of systems that use directfusion product DFP propel
lant heating, without the medium of intervening mass
accelerating machinery. The performance range of such
DFP engines using p11B fuel is also shown in the figure.
These are discussed in more detail in following sections.
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3. IEF Power Sources
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Figure 2 — Schematic outline of sequence of QED engines

The design and performance of these engine systems has
been detailed previously,12 and is given in summary form
in Figure 3, which plots propellant exhaust specific im
pulse Isp, as a function of engine system thrust/mass ra
tio F in comparison with performance projections for
other concepts for fusion propulsion.13 The ARC and
CSR engine performance curves shown are based on
IEF sources using p11B fusion fuels; these outperform all
other advanced concepts for fusion propulsion by 23
orders of magnitude. The 3He3He reaction can not be
used practically in the ARC/CSR engine concepts be
cause of the diculty of direct electric conversion of the
wide energy spread of its fusion products however it
could be used in thermal DFP engines for OP/QIS flight
missions.

Specific Impulse, Isp (sec)
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Figure 3 — QED engine performance, showing Isp variation
with thrust-to-engine-mass ratio [F] compared with conventional magnetic fusion concepts.5

Propulsion system performance beyond even these levels
is required for practical space flight to more distant,
longer missions such as for fast transits to the outer
planets or to the solarlens gravitational point 550 A.U.,
or to further quasiinterstellar distances. For such mis
sions, the usual QED engine thermally limited direct
electricconversion systems must be abandoned in favor
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The IEF fusionelectric source systems use quasi
sphericallysymmetric polyhedral magnetic fields to
confine electrons which are injected at high energy Eo,
so as to form a negative electric potential well that can
confine fusion ions in sphericallyconverging flow. Figure
4 shows a schematic diagram of this electron accelera
tion EXL IEF system. Fusion ions are inserted into the
well near its boundary R, so that they “fall” towards the
center and oscillate across the machine, with density
increasing rapidly 1/r2 towards the center. Their injec
tion rate is controlled relative to electron drive current
so that their core energy reaches a specified required
central virtual anode height  = Eo. They reach
maximum density at a core radius set by the ratio of
their initial transverse energy dE at injection, to their
energy Ec = lEo at the core boundary rc as given by <
rc > = rc/R = dE/Eo0.5. Typical ion convergence ratios are
0.001 < < rc > < 0.01, which yield core densification of
1E41E6 above the minimum ion densities in the system.

Ion
Accelerating
Well
E0
Cusp Electron Losses
Figure 4 — The EXL/IEF concept; ion acceleration by
electron-injection-driven negative potential well maintained
in polyhedral magnetic field

Clean Fusion Reactions
Desirable fusion reactions yield only charged particle
products. Such reactions have no radiation hazards from
energetic neutrons which always characterize fusion in
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deuteronbearing mixtures. Clean fuels for QED and
DFP propulsion engine applications are p 1H, 11B, and
3He, reacting according to:
p + 11B > 3 4He

8.68 MeV

1

3He

12.9 MeV

2

+ 3He > 4He + 2p

Direct production of electric power from these reac
tions is by deceleration of the charged fusion product
ions in an externallyimposed electric field. These move
predominantly radially from their central birth point in
the IEF core and can be collected, as they approach zero
kinetic energy, by grids or plates placed at appropriate
radial positions along their path. These collectors are
connected to the electrical circuit driving current
through the system external load.
In such a direct conversion system DCS the easiest
fusion products to directconvert are those of l, because
of the welldefined energies of the fusion product
alphas.19 These are roughly 2.46 MeV and 3.76 MeV and,
since their charge is Z = 2, electric field deceleration re
quires a retarding potential of only about 1.9 MeV. This
is supplied by spherically symmetric grids located 0.51
m outside of the IEF ionconfining region. Thus, direct
conversion p11B IEF systems need be only about 12 m
larger in diameter than the size required for producing
the controlled fusion process, itself.
The second reaction is not suited to direct electrical
power production because the energy distribution of the
reaction products in 2 is continuous rather than discrete,
and the proton energy can range from about 10.7 MeV
to nearly zero, with a corresponding variation of alpha
energy from 1.1 MeV to 6.4 MeV. Converting the maxi
mum proton energy requires DCS structures of sizable
radial dimensions ca. 510 m, and the energy spread
forces use of many collection grids. This poses mechani
cal and thermal problems considerably worse than those
for p11B. The 3He3He system seems suited to propulsion
use only through direct heating in a diluent/propellant
system~
For extremely high Isp, as needed for high performance
in OP/QIS flight, it is impractical to use energy conver
sion machinery for main power in any event, because
even minor ineciencies pose insuperable thermal loads
and waste heat disposal requirements that can be met
only with massive space radiator and internal cooling
systems and equipment. Again, the p11B cycle yields
smaller and simpler engines than does 3He3He, which is
not considered further.

System Configuration Considerations
The EXL system consists of a set of polyhedral magnet
coils that confine electrons, which make a negative ion
confining well, as suggested in Figure 4. The whole unit
is sealed within a spherical vacuum shell that constitutes
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the outer conductor of the directelectric power system.
The shell is pumped to maintain the vacuum required
for system operation e.g. < 1E6 torr, and any unburned
fuel is recycled through the vacuum system. The EXL
unit output is coupled to power conversion equipment
that drives a short ebeam accelerator, whose beam is
fed into the rotationalflow rocket thrust chamber. De
tails and power/mass scaling of this system have been
given elsewhere.14 ,15,16
In the DFP engine application the IEF source configu
ration is very much simpler than for use in QED/ARC/
CSR engines. This is precisely because there is no exter
nal vacuum shell directly surrounding the EXL fusion
system, thus eliminating the need for structure and cool
ing of such a shell. Here the magnet coils define the ac
tive radial boundary R of the source, and the fusion
products escape the EXL device and heat propellant/
diluent by collisions outside the EXL unit, as shown in
Figure 5.
Propellant supply
system
Coil current and
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support structures

Propellant
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Area

Main EXL/IEF
B Field Coils
e-Guns
Diverter
Coils

S.S. Shell for B field
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Direct
Conversion
System
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Figure 5 — Schematic outline of DFP engine, showing IEF
placement, confinement/thrust shell, and magnetic diverter
exhaust “nozzle”; thrust is to right

The fusion products are captured external to the EXL
unit by a surrounding magnetic torus of small aspect
ratio. They are held long enough to heat by collision
the diluent that is introduced to reach the desired Isp
and thrust conditions. The fusion source is open to the
vacuum region of the propellant/diluent mixing region
which, itself, is open to space as its main vacuum pump
ing system. Unburned fusion fuel is prevented from loss
by use of special “limiters” placed inside the EXL coil
system, that capture escaping fuel ions and recycle them
through the fuel supply system. Toroidal magnetic fields
needed for proper diluent mixing with fusion products
are smaller than those for the EXL unit. The toroidal
field is driven by current through the external shell,
which serves as the return path for current flow through
the entire system. Design considerations for this engine
system have been presented in an earlier paper,17 its per
formance is as shown in Figure 3, previously.
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4. Mission Performance Economics

SSTO Mission
The SSTO flight was studied using a winged vehicle as
shown in Figure 6, with a gross takeo weight GTOW
of 250,000 kg. The vehicle was driven to orbit along a
specified fly out trajectory, using turbojet propulsion up
to Mach 2.5, with rocket propulsion by two QED/ARC
engines of about 5300 MWt output thereafter.
H2 Tanks

QED Engines

Turbojets

Turbojet Ducts

APU and Crew
Life Support Equipment
Crew
Compartment
H2 Tanks

Electronics and
Retro Rockets

Outboard
JP Tanks

Outboard
JP Tanks

H2 Tanks

Payload

Retractable
Air Ducts

Outboard JP Tanks
Electronics and
Retro Rockets

Crew
Retrorocket
Propellant

H2 Tanks

H2 Tanks
H2 Tanks

H2 Tanks

QED Engines
Turbojets

Payload

Figure 6 — Schematic outline; QED/ARC SSTO vehicle

The net eective Isp varied with flight speed as given in
Figure 7. Results showed that approximately 0.62 of
GTOW could be carried to LEO at 300 nautical miles in
an equatorial eastward launch.

5
Net Effective Propellant
Specific Impuse, Is (103 sec)

Using the engine system performance shown in Figure 3
for the three classes of QED/DFP engines discussed
above, it is possible to estimate payload transport costs
for any defined mission. The three missions chosen for
consideration here are the SSTO mission to LEO, an
Earth/Mars’ orbit transfer, and a fast transit from Earth’s
orbit to that of Saturn.
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Figure 7 — Net Isp vs. flight speed; SSTO system

Accounting for all structure and subsystem weight land
ing gear, empennage, wings, jet engines, crew compart
ment, et al with a dry weight fraction of 0.48 gives a
payload fraction of 0.14. This is a payload of 35,000 kg
delivered to orbit in each flight.
It was assumed that the vehicle manufacturing cost was
1000/kg, giving a single unit cost of 120M. Allowing a
life cycle of 240 flights for example, 24 flights per year
over 10 years, the direct capital cost charges are only 
14.29/kg delivered to LEO. Taking 0.5 of this 7.14/kg
for maintenance costs adds 2.5M to the cost of each
flight. The cost of propellant H20, NH3, LH2 assumed
at 1.00/kg adds another 2.72/kg for total 24.15/kg cost
of payload to LEO.
To account for system R&D, assume that development
requires 10B for the complete engine plus vehicle op
erational system, and that this is allocated over 100,000
vehicleflights. This is equivalent to 200 flights life cy
cle for each of 50 vehicles, and very much less than the
ca. 2E7 vehicle flights per year of the world aircraft in
dustry. This adds about 100K per vehicle flight. Finally,
allow profit generation at 100 of the direct cost of
capital and operations above. The cost additions then
become 2.86/kg and another 24.15/kg, respectively.
Under these assumptions the total price for payload de
livery to the chosen orbit is still only 51.16/kg, about 1/
200 of current rocket vehicle costs to orbit. About 47
of this is profit at a net rate of return of about 16.9 on
the 120M capital cost of the vehicle. In contrast, if the
system were government owned, with no profit/ROI ,
the delivery costs would be only 27.01/kg 12.28/lb to
LEO. This great reduction in cost from current practice
results from the very high performance of the engine/
vehicle system; about 20 times greater payload delivery
per unit mass of vehicle than for the Shuttle system. The
sine qua non for such a system is the QED/ARC fusion
engine.

5
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It is estimated that this can be developed for about 20
of the total system R&D cost, above, and that testing of
the engine concept could be accomplished for about
500700 M over a 68 year time frame. If this early
work showed clear proofoffeasibility, first flight system
applications should be possible with 79 years additional
R&D, thus giving a practical means of access to space by
2020 or so.

Earth/Mars (E/M) Transfer
A second mission of interest was the transfer of payload
from Earth’s orbit to the orbit of Mars; recognizing that
velocity matching and capture at either end of this flight
could require velocity increment capability larger than
that for the transit itself. However, proper orbit me
chanics can be used to assist matching and capture to
the moons of either planetary body, and the large hyper
bolic excess velocity used in the analysis tends to over
whelm these second order requirements. All vehicles
studied were limited to singlestages, to avoid the com
plexities, costs and inherent nonreusability of multiple
staging.
Study of the use of QED engines for E/M flights showed
that there was a minimum power output that character
ized ecient engines. Below this power the engine mass
decreased only slowly, thus there is no incentive to seek
vehicles that require less power.

Table 1 — Earth/Mars Orbit Transfer Space
Vehicle Performance With Minimum QED
Engine Systems

Performance
Parameter

ARC
System

CSR-A
System

o, Gross mass

500T

500T

L, Payload

72T

103T

p, Propellant

360T

335T

, Engine system

20T

16T

Arad, Radiator

0

3.0E3 m2

P, Thrust power

6.0 GW

1.0 GW *2

Ispo, Initial Isp

5500 sec

5500 sec

Ispf, Final Isp

5500 sec

7800 sec

F0, Engine

22.5T

1.88T

Ff, Thrust

22.5T

1.33T

a0, Engine force

45.0 mg0

3.76 mg0

af, acceleration

159.0 mg0

8.06 mg0

c, Max delta

67.4 km/s

71.0 km/s

b1, Burn 1 time

0.74 day

9.3 day

S1, Distance

1.0 Mkm

13.4 Mkm

c12, Coast time

32.3 day

123.3 day

S12, Distance

90.1 Mkm

68.4 Mkm

b2, Burn 2 time

0.24 day

6.3 day

S2, Distance

0.3 Mkm

9.6 Mkm

total, Total flight time

33.2 day

37.9 day

Stotal, Total distance

91.4 Mkm

56.8 Mmile

*2

CSR thrust systems; 1 on, 1 o; 1 rad.

It was found from this that ARC and CSRA systems
could be used eectively at all vehicle sizes above about
500,000 kg gross full weight mass, but that smaller
systems made progressively less use of the minimum
QED engine. Vehicles up to 10,000 metric tonnes T
were analyzed, using both types of QED engine system.

6
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From this information it is possible to estimate payload
transport costs, on the assumption that the vehicle can
be refilled with propellant at each end of each oneway
journey. Since water can be used as a propellant/diluent,
this should be quite simple at Mars as well as Earth. Fu
sion fuel supply is of little consequence, being only a few
hundreds of kilograms, at most, for each roundtrip
flight.
To assess economic prospects, assume that the CSRA
vehicle is used. This bas a 3000 m2 waste heat radiator
whose mass of 1000 kg is included in the total QED
engine system mass of 16.0 T. It operates at a relatively
low force acceleration but with variable high Isp to opti
mize flight. Because of this it delivers about 43 more
payload 103 T vs. 72 T, albeit with 4.7 days longer flight
time, than does the ARC enginepowered vehicle. Both
systems use “1/e” vehicles in which 0.632 of the gross
vehicle mass is taken for propellant. This semioptimizes
IP flight so that the total characteristic velocity capabil
ity of such systems is always c = goIs, where Is is the
flight averaged specific impulse.
System costs are estimated by taking manufacturing cost
as 1500/kg for all structure and systems excluding the
engine system, which is costed at 5000/kg. The vehicle
has 103.0 T of payload including crew, electronics, etc
capability, with 65.0 T of basic structure and 16.0 T of
QED/CSRA engine system including 1.0 T of radiator.
Using these masses gives the total vehicle cost as 177.5
M. If an additional mass charge of 25.0 T is taken from
the payload for crew, life support, communications, aux
iliary systems, etc, and this is costed at 2500/kg, the
total operational system cost becomes 240M, with a
net load transport capacity of 78.0 T per oneway OW
flight, or 156.0 T for each round trip RT.
Then allow 100 round trip RT flights per vehicle as
representative of total system lifetime before replace
ment. Take 6 round trips per year for these systems for
the CSRA system this means that the vehicle is in flight
about 62 of the time and deprecate their cost over
this life. In addition to this allow a charge of 2 of total
vehicle cost for operational maintenance for each flight.
And, to account for propellant costs assume that these
are simply the nonprofit delivery cost to LEO, as es
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timated above for the QED/ARC SSTO system. Finally,
allow 10.0 per annum for costofmoney i.e. interest
charges on vehicle investment, if borrowed capital; or
returnoninvestment, if fullyfunded privately.
Taking all of these factors into account the cost per
flight becomes 28.3M. With this, RT payload transport
cost for the CSRA system with reduced payload frac
tion; 0.156 is found to be 181.4/kg. Since this is distrib
uted as 109.6/kg for propellant in LEO, 46.2/kg for
O&M and depreciation charges, and only 25.6/kg for
interest costofmoney, it is clear that lower cost of
propellant e.g. water supply could best improve the E/
M transport system. In a future spacebased economy
this may be possible by use of lunar resources, whose
delivery cost to CSRA vehicleaccessible orbits could be
much reduced from that for supply from Earth. But,
even at these levels, the cost of ElM transfer of payload
is less than 1  of curren costs for payload delivery to
LEO.

Fast Transits; Earth to Saturn (E/S)
Assessment of the economic potential for a more de
manding flight mission was made by considering a sys
tem suitable for fast transits to and from the orbit of
Saturn. Here, as before, the velocity increment require
ments for matching and capture at the target planets
Earth and Saturn were ignored as being small relative
to the total velocity capability of the vehicles being con
sidered. The error thus introduced is about 58 in
transit time for these E/S missions.

Transfer time from earth orbit, years

The results showed that the minimum 500 T system
could deliver over 20 payload with a singlestage vehi
cle, with a total transit time of less than 38 days, using an
acceleration/coast/deceleration trajectory. Such fast E/M
transfers could be made over about 1/3 of each year. The
other 2/3 of the time would require somewhat longer
transits; up to 6070 days for another 1/3 of the year.
Table 1 summarizes the results for both CSRA and ARC
engines. Note that the maximum speed 6773 km/sec is
large compared to capture delta needs, thus these can
aect the transit times estimated here by, at most, 10
15.

10
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Figure 8 — Earth/OP transit time for hypervelocity flights

The advantage of hypervelocity flight is shown in Figure
8, that gives flight time to the outer planets as a function
of the ratio of vehicle burnout speed to Earth’s orbital
speed in the solar field.18 The baseline system chosen
here has a value of about 11.5 for this velocity ratio. At
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this condition, flights with such excess velocity capabil
ity follow nearly straightline Newtonian paths.
Analysis of the size and performance of EXLbased
DFP engines gives a reasonable baseline system using a
10,000 MWfus EXL source, running on fusion of p11B,
in which only about 2 of the fusion products are con
verted to electricity; only enough to drive the fusion
system, itself. Most of the energy is used directly to heat
by collisions the propellant/diluent injected into the
DFP magnetic toroidal thrust system around the EXL
source.
This conversion cycle plus that for system cryogeny re
quires a waste heat space radiator area onesided of
about Arad = 2030 m2; split into two 20 x 100 m units
mounted on either side of the engine. Other compo
nents include engine thrust shell, shell and IEF coil su
perconductors, fuel and diluent supply systems, DCS, e
guns, et al. A detailed breakdown of the total mass of
this DFP engine system is given in an earlier analysis.19
From this, the total DFP engine mass is found to be
51,705 kg. It can be operated over an Isp range from
about 70,000 sec to 1,000,000 sec or so.
Here, optimum performance for the E/S mission is
found at the lower end of the Isp range; the upper range
is best used for very deepspace QIS missions e.g. to
the Oort cloud at 550 AU.. While the QED/CSRB en
gine can, in principle, also work at this Isp level, it is a
much more complex system and more ‘highly stressed
than is the DFP engine. Here, flight is assumed with Isp
= 70,000 sec. Again taking lie vehicles, a baseline vehicle
is found at a gross mass of 400,000 kg, of which 252,800
kg is propellant/diluent plus fusion fuel., Tankage and
associated structure exclusive of the engine system is
taken as 25,280 kg 10 of consumables. At the chosen
Isp and power level the fusion fuel consumption is about
40.82 gm/sec, over a total thrusting time of 6.154E6 sec,
0.1965 year or 71.7 days. The total mass of fuel is about
900 kg, leaving 251,900 kg for propellant/diluent to be
supplied at each end of the E/S journey. Using water as
diluent, a spherical propellant tank is found to be only
about 3.9 m in radius.
Assuming a crew complement of 12, habitat and opera
tional system space was taken to be 1264 m3 split be
tween crew quarters, common space, control room, and
support services hospital, library, recreation and exer
cise rooms, etc.. This was laid out to occupy a cylindri
cal shell of 7 m outer radius around a hollow central 4 m
radius core, in which the payload could be transported
in atmospheric conditions. The length of this habitat
system is found to be 16.1 m, with a total mass of 25,215
kg, including life support and recycling systems. The
remaining mass is available for payload; it is 45,000 kg
for each OW flight, or 0.1125 of vehicle gross mass at
launch.
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The complete vehicle system consists of the 20 m di
ameter DFP engine, with two 20 x 100 m radiator
“wings” parallel to the flight path and extending out
wards from the engine, located behind the 4 m radius
water/diluent tank inside the aft end of the central core
within the 7 m radius x 16.1 m long habitat volume.
With the masses and performance parameters assumed
above it is possible to determine flight economics in the
fashion used for the E/M flight mission, above. Here,
the engine system is casted at 5000/kg;, as before, but
costs are allocated to structure at 1000/kg and to habi
tat at 2000/kg, while propellant onboard is taken to
cost 30/kg. For this longer mission, 3 RT flights per
year are allowed, depreciation and O&M costs are taken
over 100 RT flights/vehicle and at 0.02, and payload is
carried in both directions, as before. However, the cost
ofmoney is chosen to be 9.0 per annum while 16.0
returnaninvestment ROI; profit is allowed as well.
Using these parameters, the vehicle cost is found to be
334.2 M. If operated without financial charges, the total
cost per RT flight is found to be 22.6 M, for a unit cost
of 280/kg payload delivered. With these charges in
cluded the cost per flight rises to 53.1 M and the unit
cost becomes 589/kg, but each flight then makes a RT
profit of 17.83M for its owners, or 53.5M/year from
RT flights per vehicle.
Finally, if R&D costs of 10B are assumed, this repre
sents a return of only 0.535/year from each vehicle. If
40 vehicles. were constructed and flown, giving 120
roundtrip flights per year, the return on R&D would
become a respectable 21.4/year. This would cost 13.4B
in new vehicle investment and would involve the trans
port of 10,800 T/year; about 1  of the current trac
handled by the world’s aircraft transport systems each
day.
When launched the initial acceleration is 7.0 cm/sec2
rising to a final value of 11.55 cm/sec2 over the “burn”
time for this acceleration of 44.63 days. At this time it
has reached a free space speed of 343.2 km/sec = 72.1
A.U./year about 5.07 days/A.U., while traversing a dis
tance of 4.41 A.U. During this time it will have con
sumed 157,388 kg of the propellant. The second decel
eration thrusting period reduces the speed again to zero
in the free space frame, and requires about 27.1 days.
Here the vehicle starts with the prior acceleration and
rises to 19.03 cm/sec2, traversing another 2.67 A.U. Pro
pellant consumption is only 95,412 kg during decelera
tion.
Since the orbit of Saturn lies between 9.0 and 10.0 A.U.
from the Sun, the shortest transits from Earth require
traversing a distance of at least 8.09.0 A.U. As this is
greater than the 7.08 A.U. distance traveled during
acceleration/deceleration flight of the DFP system, it is
necessary to use a coasting period between these two
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powered phases of flight. Note that this is not the case
for flight to Jupiter, since the minimum E/J distance is
3.04.5 A.U. In fact, lower Isp and higher thrust give more
optimum E/J flight performance.
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